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When dispersed in thermotropic nematic liquid crystal oils, surfactant-ladden aqueous
droplets often lead to the formation of a equatorial ring disclination in the nearby
nematic matrix as a result of a balance between elasticity and interfacial energy. In
this experimental work, the aqueous phase contains an extract of cytoskeletal proteins
that self-assemble into an active quasi-two-dimensional shell featuring self-sustained
periodic flows. The ensuing hydrodynamic coupling drives the surrounding liquid crystal
and triggers oscillations in the disclinations. We describe the dynamic modes of the
disclinations under different driving conditions, and explore their pathway to collapse
under flow conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) are liquids whose molecules organize with long-range orientational
order, which is locally characterized by a director field, n̂ [1]. The latter is typically controlled by
means of the boundary conditions on the confinement walls or through the action of electric or
magnetic fields. The equilibrium distribution of n̂ is established through the minimization of bulk
and interfacial energies compatible with topological constraints dictated by confinement, which
may lead to frustrated configurations and the appearance of defects [2]. Although technological
applications of these materials are based on their use in defect-free systems, significant current
research efforts in CondensedMatter Physics are centered in the preparation and control of tunable
defect assemblies, with potential use in the development of metamaterials [3].
A particular case of frustrated geometries in NLCs is obtained by preparing nematic colloidal
suspensions [4, 5]. These are systems in which the ordered mesophase, which is typically oriented
in a homogeneous fashion by means of the anchoring conditions on bounding plates (far field), is
disrupted by the presence of sub-millimeter solid [6–13] or liquid [14–16] inclusions. Realizations
include from spherical to more complex geometries such as fractal-like shapes, from sparse to
dense colloidal ensembles, from spontaneous to tailored self-assembly [9, 17–20]. Except from
the preparation of assemblies of driven colloidal particles [21] or defects [22], or the study of
defects formed under flow conditions [23], most research on nematic colloids has focused on stable,
equilibrium structures.
Recently, we brought a nematic emulsion out of equilibrium by dispersing aqueous droplets of
an active gel in a nematic liquid crystal [24]. The active gel, which is prepared from an in-vitro
reconstitution of cytoskeletal proteins develops, under suitable conditions, an active layer with
nematic order at the water/oil interface, denoted active nematic (AN) [25, 26]. At the inner side
of the spherical droplets, the resulting AN shell exhibits self-sustained flows that are transmitted
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hydrodynamically into the surrounding nematic matrix. As a
result, the ring disclination (Saturn ring, SR) that, in our case,
surrounds the dispersed droplets [27–29] is perturbed from
its (equilibrium) equatorial position, into different oscillations
modes. With the support of numerical simulations, our earlier
study revealed a feedback mechanism between the orientation
of the SR, determined by the nematic far field, and the spatial
arrangement of the AN shell, which led to sustained periodic
oscillations of the SR. However, such regimes were not the norm
in the experiments, and often driven SR became unstable and
collapsed into a dipolar configuration.
In this article, we provide a thorough revision of the different
dynamic modes of SR driven by the underlying AN shell,
the possible dynamic states, which involve both synchronous
and asynchronous oscillations, and the different pathways
that lead to the collapse of the SR into a dipolar point-like
defect configuration.
The article is structured as follows. After a succinct description
of the used materials and employed experimental methods, we
describe the main features of the emulsified droplets, including
the structure of the underlying AN shell. Then, we describe the
observed dynamic modes of the SR, both stable and unstable, and
their dependence on control parameters. Finally, we focus on the
long term behavior of the dynamic SR.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Active Material
The active system we used consisted of an active gel formed
by an aqueous suspension of tubulin microtubules, dimeric
kinesin molecular motors, and the non-adsorbing depleting
agent polyethylene glycol (PEG), which concentrates the
microtubules into bundles, hundreds of micrometers long [25].
Precise details of the experimental procedures leading to the
preparation of all materials can be found elsewhere [24]. In
brief, microtubules were polymerized from tubulin purified
from bovine brain (a gift from Brandeis University Biological
Materials Facility) in the presence of 0.6 mM of Guanosine-5-
[(α,β)-methyleno]triphosphate (GMPCPP), which promotes the
formation of short microtubules, 1−2µm in length, required for
the formation of the active material. About 3% of the tubulin is
labeled with the fluorophore Alexa-647. Heavy chain kinesin-1
(K401-BCCP-6His) from Drosophila Melanogaster was in-house
purified from Escherichia coli that contained the plasmid WC2
from the Gelles Laboratory (Brandeis University, MA, USA).
The kinesin was biotinilated and incubated with streptatividin to
obtain dimeric clusters, which would act as cross-linkers when
mixed with the microtubule suspension. The active mixture was
completed with 20 kDa PEG that acted as a depleting agent,
Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) that drove the activity of the
gel, anti-bleaching agents, and an enzymatic ATP-regenerating
system to maintain a constant activity in the mixture for hours.
In order to emulsify the active aqueous suspension in the liquid
crystal oil, suitable surfactants were added to the active mixture
to ensure a biocompatible water/oil interface and to determine
the anchoring conditions for the liquid crystal molecules in
contact with the droplets. To promote the desired homeotropic
(perpendicular) anchoring, PEGylated phospholipids were used
at a concentration 0.2 %w/v.
2.2. Liquid Crystal-Based Emulsions
As dispersing oil phase, we used 4-Cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl
(5CB, Synthon chemicals), which features a nematic phase
at room temperature. In order to enhance the homeotropic
anchoring on the aqueous droplets surface, about 0.4 w/w% of
stearic acid was dissolved in the mesogen. The emulsion was
prepared by combining the active gel and the oil in a 1 mL
centrifuge tube at a ratio 1:30, and mixed by the action of a vortex
stirrer at room temperature.
2.3. Sample Preparation and
Characterization
Liquid crystal cells were assembled by gluing two parallel glass
plates together with a spacing of 140 µm set by double-sided
adhesive tape. The inner side of the plates was treated to promote
planar anchoring of the NLC by rubbing a previously spin-coated
and baked layer of poly-vinyl alcohol. After the cell is filled by
capillarity with the active emulsion, the openings are sealed using
UV-curing adhesive. Microscopy observation was performed
using a Nikon E400Pol multimode microscope. Fluorescence
was used to visualize the AN layer while brightfield was
employed to visualized the SR disclinations. The latter is typically
preferred to polarized microscopy, which we have occasionally
employed, since it results in a more homogeneous appearance
of the disclination along all its length. Time-lapse acquisition is
performed with an Andor Zyla 4.2 Plus camera controlled with
the open-source software ImageJ Micro-Manager [30], which is
also employed for further image processing and analysis.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dispersed in the mesogenic oil, spherical aqueous droplets
promote homeotropic anchoring of the NLC director on their
surface due to the employed surfactants (see section 2). This
results in a topological mismatch with the homogeneous planar
far-field imposed by the boundary conditions on the cell plates.
As a result, a ring disclination forms around the droplet’s equator,
perpendicularly to the NLC far-field direction (Figure 1A). As
discussed below, this configuration is metastable [28], and may
relax to a less energetic dipolar configuration where the SR
collapses as a point-like defect near the North or the South
pole of the droplet. Inside the aqueous droplets, the filament
bundles formed by fluorescent microtubules crosslinked with
kinesin clusters are pushed toward the water/oil interface by
the depleting action of PEG. This process is usually studied
on a flat interface, leading to the formation of an AN layer a
few microns thick, where the filaments are intrinsically prone
to buckling instabilities due to internal extensile active stresses.
This results in the unbinding of complementary pairs of semi-
integer defects, with the +1/2 defects creating flow while the
negative counterparts being simply advected [26]. In Figure 1B,
some defects present in the observation window of a flat AN, in
an independent experiment, are marked. In particular, the tip of
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Sketch of the nematic director field lines around a dispersed droplet of aqueous based active material that imposes homeotropic anchoring
conditions. The NLC has a homogeneous far field oriented in the vertical direction in this sketch. The confining plates are parallel to the plane of the sketch. The
droplet, which is visualized with fluorescence microscopy, has a diameter of 80 µm. The homeotropic anchoring conditions on the droplet surface lead to the
formation of a line disclination that wraps around the equator. (B) Structure of an Active Nematic layer forming at a flat water/oil interface, with the core of some
positive (red empty triangles) and negative (blue full circles) semi-integer defects being marked. The ruler is 20 µm long. (C) Approximate director field lines of the
Active Nematic shell observed in the droplet of (A). In red, the core of the two visible +1/2 defects is sketched. (D) Theoretical rendering of the four +1/2 defects that
organize the flows in active shells present in droplets of this size. Solid triangles correspond to visible defects while empty triangles correspond to hidden defects.
+1/2 defects is indicated with a red triangle that points in the
direction of the local defect trajectory.
The average distance between defects in the AN is
characterized by the so-called active length scale [31, 32],
which balances the active stresses and the elastic modulus of the
filaments [33, 34]. When topology demands the coexistence of a
given number of defects, this length scale determines the smallest
confinement compatible with the AN. This is important, for
instance, in the case of the soft confinement of AN in contact with
anisotropic interfaces patterned with disks [35], or in spherical
shells [24, 36], which is the relevant case for our purpose.
Wrapping of a two-dimensional nematic on a closed spherical
surface requires a net topological charge +2 of the defects present
in the director field [37, 38]. In the case of an AN shell, where
only semi-integer defects are possible, the simplest conformation
compatible with this topological constraint involves four +1/2
defects that will be placed at the vertices of an imaginary rotating
tetrahedron in the steady state [36, 39] (Figures 1C,D). Because
of the above-mentioned intrinsic active length scale, droplets that
are too small cannot accommodate the four defects required for a
stable active nematic shell, and droplets that are too large, enable
the unbinding of more than four defects, resulting in turbulent-
like flow regimes [26, 40]. For thematerial parameters used in our
active preparation, we have found optimal to restrict our studies
to droplets with diameters in the range 60–120 µm.
On the other hand, the distance between the disclination and
the droplet surface will be instrumental to the coupling between
the SR and the underlying active flow, with stronger coupling
presumably occurring for SRs that are closer to the droplet.
For strong anchoring conditions, this distance is proportional
to the droplet size [27, 28], and is determined by the balance
between NLC elasticity, represented by an elastic constant K, the
radius of curvature of the director field distortions around the
droplet, R, and the anchoring strength on the droplet surface,
W, through the dimensionless ratio WR/K [1, 2]. For weak
anchoring, the homeotropic surface alignment condition will not
be satisfied, which results in distortions with small curvature that
lead to the disclination stabilizing closer to the surface. In our
experiments, W is determined by the nature and concentration
of the employed surfactants. In earlier experiments [24], we
tested the use of surfactants that led to conical, rather than
homeotropic, anchoring, resulting in SR that were closer to the
droplet surface and did not exhibit the high energy oscillation
modes we report here. In the current study we have restricted to
the use phospholipid-based surfactants, which we have found to
offer a richer collection of dynamic SR regimes.
Interestingly, we have found a disparity of behaviors in
droplets of similar sizes within a single preparation. A
possible source for this dispersion is an heterogeneous droplet
composition during the emulsification process, which we have
assessed by preparing ensembles of droplets of nearly identical
size by means of a microfluidic droplet generation device
(Figure 2A). We observe disparities in the fluorescence intensity
from different droplets, which points to the heterogeneous
composition of the encapsulated active aqueous phase. In
the example shown in Figure 2A, the continuous phase is a
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FIGURE 2 | Sources of heterogeneity of the active emulsions.
(A) Heterogeneous composition of monodisperse active droplets prepared
using microfluidic techniques and dispersed in an isotropic oil. The ruler is 100
µm long. (B) Size distribution of droplets in a typical active nematic emulsion
prepared using traditional emulsification techniques. The field of view is
3mm wide.
fluorinated oil, which offers better chemical compatibility than
the NLC oil with the microfluidic device. For the purpose of the
present work, in which we study the behavior of isolated droplets,
we have resorted to more traditional emulsification methods,
leaving the assembly of lattices of identical active droplets in
NLC for future work in which coupling, synchronization, and
frustration in driven SR will be explored. In the emulsions
prepared by shaking the mixture, droplet sizes feature a broad
distribution (Figure 2B), but enough droplets of the suitable size
range are obtained for the qualitative study reported here.
In the presence of active stresses, the AN shell develops
periodic cortical flows [24, 36]. The latter propagate, through
hydrodynamic coupling, both into the aqueous and into the
NLC bulk phases. As a result, the SR is set into motion and
the steady influx of energy may lead to a wealth of dynamic
modes. The presence of the plate walls is likely to affect the flow
profile in the NLC. Because of the antagonistic NLC anchoring
conditions on the droplets and on the plates, homeotropic and
planar, respectively, elastic repulsion prevents the droplets from
fully sedimenting on the bottom plate [41]. When the continuous
phase is an isotropic oil [25], active droplets self-propel erratically
on the supporting surface. Such motion is not observed in
our case, presumably due to the elastic repulsion due to the
NLC matrix, although the higher viscosity of the NLC will also
contribute to hamper such self-propulsion. Moreover, the use
of cell gaps much larger than the droplets considered in our
study ensures that friction on the complementary plate can also
be neglected.
In Figure 3 we display the range of dynamical regimes
observed for the activated SR. For each case, a panel with an
experimental micrograph and one with a sketch highlighting
the main features of the corresponding regime is illustrated.
The experimental micrographs are obtained with brightfield
and parallel illumination to enhance the ring disclination. The
elastic energy in the NLC matrix increases with the length
of the SR, and this has an increasing trend from panel A
till panel E.
In Figures 3A–C, we report regimes in which the SR
distortion can be considered 1D, in the sense that it can be
described by a uni-valued function of the angular coordinate
around the droplet’s equator. Among these regimes, the first
two correspond to synchronized dynamics between the SR and
the underlying AN. This dynamics is better put into evidence
in the least energetic regime (Figure 3A), where SR oscillations
are characterized by a single distortion mode. These distorted
SRs lack rotational symmetry, which allows to observe slow
degenerate rotations of the dynamic SR about the North-South
droplet axis, thus changing the point-of-view, and thus the
perception of the oscillating SR and allowing to more clearly
assess its oscillation mode (Figure 4). The synchronization
between the oscillations of the AN and those of the driven SR
are clearly evidenced in fluorescence images. In Figure 5we show
three different fluorescence micrographs that span one half cycle
of the SR oscillation. We observe that the SR transits past its
equilibrium plane at the same time that the AN is aligned either
parallel or perpendicular to this plane, and the SR is farthest from
equilibrium when it is being driven by two +1/2 defects moving
in antiparallel directions in the underlying AN (Figure 5B). With
the help of numerical simulations, we recently demonstrated that
this tight coupling between the AN and SR oscillatory dynamics
is only possible if a feedbackmechanism orients the AN shell with
respect to the SR [24].
More energetic multi-mode oscillations can also be observed
(Figure 3B). On average, such configurations are found by
increasing the AN activity, which can be tuned by increasing
the ATP concentration. In Figure 6 we compare the dynamics
of two droplets that feature synchronous oscillations, found in
active nematic emulsions with [ATP] = 140 µM and 1,400
µM, respectively. In the analysis in Figure 6B we find that the
oscillations observed in Figure 6A feature a single mode with
frequency f ≃ 14 mHz. On the other hand, in Figure 6D we
see that the oscillations observed in Figure 6C are multimode,
with a leading frequency f ≃ 60 mHz and three of its harmonics
present in the spectrum. This change in leading frequency with
the corresponding change in ATP concentration is consistent
with the results obtained in an earlier detailed analysis performed
with flat AN layers, where the inverse of a intrinsic time scale of
the system was found to scale linearly with the activity parameter,
which is related in a non-linear way with the concentration of
ATP [42].
As the deformations of the SR become more energetic, the
synchronization with the underlying AN can be lost (Figure 3C),
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FIGURE 3 | Different dynamic structures of the perturbed Saturn Rings. Sketches on the left and micrographs on the right are included with each case. (A) Single
mode (m = 2) synchronous oscillations. (B) Multi-mode synchronous oscillations. (C) Multi-mode asynchronous oscillations. (D) Multi-valued single wrapping of the
SR. (E) Multi-valued multiple wrapping of the SR. (F) SR has fragmented into multiple disconnected disclinations and loops. (G) SR has collapsed into a point defect
to the South of the droplet. Scale bars, 20 µm.
resulting in severely distorted SRs. This regime is often unstable,
and it may either revert back to synchronous oscillations or,
more likely, develop into more complex asynchronous modes,
where the SR cannot be described by a single-valued function
of the spherical azimuthal coordinate (Figures 3D,E), as it can
be for the simpler geometries in (Figures 3A–C). In these more
complex modes, highly distorted SR may develop large folds but
still be wrapped just once around the droplet (Figure 3D), or
even be wrapped multiple times around the droplet (Figure 3E).
This latter configuration is reminiscent of the multi-wrapping
of SR due the helical twist of the director field in cholesteric
liquid crystal layers [43], where the equilibrium spacing between
consecutive turns is set by the cholesteric pitch. However, these
are two very different systems since, in the case of our active
nematic emulsions, the spacing between consecutive SR turns is
a non-equilibrium feature, and it never reaches a steady state.
As seen in Figure 7, the SR progressively increases its length
and wraps an increasing number of times around the droplet,
until the pitch between neighboring turns of the disclination
reaches a limit value. Such configuration is unstable, and the
SR can snap and link neighboring turns of the disclination,
forming a shrinking fold. Such process is dynamic, and can be
repeated numerous times. A possible subsequent outcome is a
fragmentation of the SR into disconnected disclination loops
(Figure 3F). In equilibrium, these would normally shrink and
annihilate but, because of the underlying AN flow, and because
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FIGURE 4 | Simulated perception of the Saturn Ring disclination. Different
single-mode oscillations are reconstructed at the highest amplitude of
deformation for two point-of-view observations, ϕ. Deformation modes are
m = 1 (A,B), m = 2 (C,D), m = 4 (E,F). (B,D,F) correspond to points of view
rotated 45◦ clockwise with respect to (A,C,E), respectively.
FIGURE 5 | Coordination between the SR and AN orientation during
synchronized oscillations. Fluorescence micrographs with three snapshots of
the AN oscillation. The SR is sketched as a red line. The dashed lines in
(A) and (C) represent the two complementary states of the active shell where
filaments are aligned, while panel (B) includes the distorted SR configuration.
The droplet has a diameter of 80 µm.
of surface impurities, the loops can remain for extended periods
of time.
A SR disclination is not the only distortion compatible
with homeotropic anchoring conditions on the droplet surface.
Indeed, another possibility is a hyperbolic point defect located
near either pole of the droplet (Figure 3G), called hedgehog
defect [5]. Upon preparation of the active nematic emulsions,
we observe that a similar number of droplets with either
type of defects coexist. As the emulsion ages, this distribution
changes, and progressively most droplets feature a point-
like defect. As a matter of fact, SRs appear less stable
FIGURE 6 | Effect of activity on the SR dynamics. (A) Polarizing micrograph of
a single mode oscillating SR driven by an AN shell with [ATP] = 140 µm, and
the corresponding power spectrum of the oscillations (B). (C) Polarizing
micrograph of a multimode oscillating SR driven by an AN shell with [ATP] =
1,400 µm, and the corresponding power spectrum of the oscillations.
(D) Scalebar, 50 µm. See also Video S1.
FIGURE 7 | Dynamics of the wrapped SR. (A–C) Progressive increase of the
number of turns around the droplet of a SR of increasing length. (D–F) Two
neighboring parts of the SR from ajdancent turns snap, and the resulting fold
in the disclination shrinks. Red arrow points to the tip of the shrinking fold.
Scalebar, 20 µm. See also Video S2.
and some of them are observed to eventually transit to
hedgehog-like defects [28]. The opposite transition, however,
is never observed. We explain this phenomenon by the
tendency of line disclinations to shrink in order to minimize
the elastic energy per unit length associated to director
field distortions.
Our experiments show that the kinetics of the collapse of
a SR to a point-like defect strongly depends on the dynamic
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FIGURE 8 | The different dynamic configurations of the system are sketched
and ordered in terms of the length of the SR, which determines the elastic
energy landscape. The shaded region represents regimes with stable SR
oscillations. Solid and dashed lines represent possible pathways in the
evolution of the SR, as described in the text. At long times (ATP running out),
the SR may either return to its equilibrium conformation or collapse into a
dipole.
regime of the SR. Synchronous oscillation regimes may never
develop into a point defect, while highly-wrapped, asynchronous
regimes, which may involve SRs that wrap several times around
the droplet, are invariably seen to collapse into a point-like defect.
Schematically, we can rationalize this scenario by considering
that an energy barrier must be overcome by the SR in order to
collapse into a point-like defect. In Figure 8, we have organized
the different observed SR configurations in increasing order
of elastic energy. As discussed, the equilibrium SR is not the
lowest energy level. Below it, we find a sequence of states in
which the SR moves from the equatorial position toward a pole,
progressively shrinking, i.e., decreasing the NLC elastic energy,
until it collapses into a point-like defect. Activated SRs have an
average energy above the equilibrium state. Since synchronous
oscillation regimes seldom destabilize, their energy levels allow
to qualitatively describe a band (shaded in Figure 8) that must be
overcome for the SR to evolve into the dipolar defect. Certainly,
during their oscillations, SR increase their average energy, which
reaches a steady state. Eventually, the fuel of the underlying
AN, ATP, encapsulated in the droplet, will run out, and the
average energy falls back to the equilibrium value as the SR
ceases to oscillate. Two trajectories with stable oscillations in this
schematic energy landscape are qualitatively traced in Figure 8.
For more energetic configurations, such as for the asynchronous
oscillation regime, the energy level may cross the edge of the
protected region, and the SR may irreversibly collapse to a point-
like defect (red trajectory in Figure 8). Finally, the fact that
highly distorted SR regimes are always unstable suggests that
their energies invariably reach levels above the stable band, and
SRs in these dynamic regimes will evolve into a point-like defect
well before activity vanishes due to ATP consumption in the
AN shell.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript we have described experiments in which
Saturn ring disclinations, often encountered in colloids dispersed
in nematic liquid crystals, are brought far from equilibrium
by the encapsulation of droplets containing an aqueous active
suspension of cytoskeletal proteins. Under the used experimental
conditions, well-characterized in previous studies, this material
condenses as an active nematic shell with periodic self-sustained
flows that propagate into the passive nematic phase. As a
result, the Saturn ring is set into motion and the steady
influx of energy leads to a rich array of dynamic modes.
The latter span from simple synchronous oscillations in which
the disclination remains close to its equilibrium length, to
situations in which the length increases steadily, even wrapping
several times around the spherical inclusion. In such cases, the
metastable quadrupolar defect might eventually collapse into a
dipolar configuration.
The dynamic state of the driven Saturn ring depends on the
energy influx received from the underlying active nematic layer.
This energy depends on the activity and on the efficiency of
the coupling between the active and the passive fluids. While
the former can be tuned with the concentration of ATP in
the aqueous phase, the latter can be influenced by the nature
and concentration of the surfactants that decorate the water/oil
interface. We have found, however, that the emulsification
process leads to a dispersion in the droplet composition, resulting
in a disparity of behaviors.
In this manuscript, we have focused on the dynamics
of driven disclinations around individual droplets. Our work
should pave the way for the future study of collective
effects that should arise when multiple disclinations are
linked [44]. This would allow to explore the effects arising from
synchronization and topological frustration of knotted driven
Saturn ring disclinations.
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